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The series 2 an *s sa*d to be evaluable (R, p) to zero if the series
n«l

- /sinnt

converges in some interval 0 < t < t0 and its sum tends to zero as / -> 0.
In the preceding paper [1], the author proved the following

THEOREM 1. Let β > 0 and let 0 < a < 1. //
n

where Ay

n is Andersen's notation, and

the series 2 αw ώ evaluable (R, 1).
n = l

Later, the author [2] stated the following

THEOREM 2. Let 0<β<,l and let

where λw > 0 #wJ 2 λw/w converges. Then the series 2 an *s ̂ valuable (R, 1).

And I proposed a problem : whether we may replace β ̂  1 by β > 1 in
Theorem 2. The solution is given by

00

THEOREM 3. Let β ̂  1. Then, there exists a series 2 an sucn

n=l

(1) τg = o(«/logw)

and the series 2 α» ιs woί evaluable (R, 1).
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Further we may prove, by the method analogous to one by which we obtain
ββ

Theorem 3, that, if β ̂  p and £ - 2,3,4, then, there exists a series 2Λw

n-l

such that

(2) τ f t = o (

and the series 2Λn *s not evaluablέ (R,P) These results are intresting in
n-l

some meaning. If (2) holds when β >p > 1, then we have evidently
β), £>0.

This implies the summability \C,β\ of the series 2^- Thus, Theorem 3
n-l

and its supplementary remarks show that, when β > p , the summability
\C,β\ does not always imply. the summability (R,p). Therefore we see that
the following ObreschkofFs theorem [3] is best possible in their kinds.

THEOREM 4. The summability |C, p\ implies the summability (R,p).

We shall now prove Theorem 3. For the proof, we may suppose,
without loss of generality, that β is an integer. Let φ(n, t) = (sin nt)/n'2t.
Then AbePs transformation shows that

n , n

Σ
smvt <n

<*» vt = ZΛ vav<P\», *)
v=\ v»l

n-β

= 2 τf Δ^fo /) + τg^+1 ΔP-^Λ - /3 + l,ί) + . . . . + τn>(w, /)
v«l

where Δ?φ(n, t) denotes the γ-th difference of φ(n, t) with respect to n. By
(1), when t is fixed,

τϊ.γ+1 ΔV->(W - 7 + 1, f) = o . = oil),

when 7 = 1, 2, 3, ---- , /3. Therefore the series

(3) Σ«»^r and

n»l n-l

are equiconvergent for a fixed A Thus, for the proof, it is sufficient to
prove that (1) does not always imply the convergence of the second series in
(3) in an arbitrary neighbourhood of the origin. Let us write

(4)
τ»=ι n-l

where £n = w"1^ log(n 4- 1) and cn(t) = nΔβφ(n, t)Jlog(n + 1). Then we have
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£» = 0(1) as n -> oo, by (1). In order that the sequence-to-function transform
CO

(4) is convergence-preserving, by Kojima-Schur's theorem, 2 lc»(*)l must

n-i

uniformly bounded in 0 < t < ta. But this series is divergent at some point
in an arbitrary neighbourhood of the origin. This is shown by the following.
Let t = 2ττ/&, where k is an arbitrary positive integer. Since

we have

) sin (2

Hence, there exist an integer n0 and some constant, independent on n, C> 0
such that

when w ;> ΛQ. Thus we have

> C2 (»log (to + I))-1 = +00.
n oTto

Thus, Theorem 3 is completely proved.
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